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Cisco AppDynamics is a vital tool for businesses, offering comprehensive Application Performance 
Monitoring (APM) solutions that enable real-time insights into application performance. With its ability 
to monitor end-user experiences, trace business transactions, and map application dependencies, 
AppDynamics empowers organizations to proactively identify and address performance issues, 
minimizing downtime and ensuring a positive user experience.

OnStak offers a wide variety of services and program to assist customers to gain more Knowledge 
and extract true value from their existing APM initiatives. With our customer mentoring approach and 
technical excellence, we provide tailored professional services engagements to meet the specific 
demands of a customer.

-   Deployment and Integration Services

- Proof of Value and Demonstrations

- Large scale deployments

- Custom integrations (ServiceNow,

    ThousandEyes etc)

-   NetOps Service to build NOC centers 

- End user experience monitoring analytics 

- Synthetic Monitoring Configuration

- User-defined transaction & profiling

- Custom Fullstack Visibility & Observability

    use case development

- Components deep dive monitoring & Root\

    Cause Analysis

- Agent Configuration and Troubleshooting

- Custom Dashboard, Extensions and Health

    Rule Configuration

These services include creation of customized dashboards, ad-hoc monitoring, and periodic health 
checks, custom alert configurations, fine-tuning anomaly detection, and optimizing business
transactions to align with your unique needs.

Who has benefited from our services?

What Do You Get?

Core Competencies

Programming Web Servers

Database GCP

FSO Platform

Certifications

How does OnStak help you drive technology with confidence?
Experience the future of monitoring with Cisco AppDynamics – scalability, easy integration, high visibility 

and troubleshooting that empowers your business to thrive.

Team
Diverse talents across
various industries, we 
cross-train our team to
seamlessly integrate 
technology, driving results.

Our cheerful team, fueled
by diverse perspectives, places 
clients first to collectively 
minimize implementation risks
and empower each-other.

Our end-to-end communication 
and CoE process guarantees 
flawless transmission of every 
byte, instilling unwavering 
confidence in your technology.

Culture CoE (Center of Excellence)

OnStak has successfully delivered services across a spectrum of industries, including

healthcare, manufacturing, service providers, and financial services. Industry leadersconsistently 

choose OnStak for assistance with ambitious initiatives involving Cisco FSO - AppDynamics. 

Through our expertise, we empower our clients to harness the full potential of visibility,

troubleshooting and optimizing their distributed network infrastructure.
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